Individual Election Districts:  City 1

DISCLAIMER: Broome County does not guarantee the accuracy of the data presented. Information should be used for illustrative purposes only.
Individual Election Districts: City 2

DISCLAIMER: Broome County does not guarantee the accuracy of the data presented. Information should be used for illustrative purposes only.

1 inch = 1,307 Feet
Individual Election Districts: City 3

DISCLAIMER: Broome County does not guarantee the accuracy of the data presented. Information should be used for illustrative purposes only.
Individual Election Districts:  City 4

DISCLAIMER: Broome County does not guarantee the accuracy of the data presented. Information should be used for illustrative purposes only.
City of Binghamton

Individual Election Districts: City 5

DISCLAIMER: Broome County does not guarantee the accuracy of the data presented. Information should be used for illustrative purposes only.

1 inch = 592 Feet
Individual Election Districts: City 6

DISCLAIMER: Broome County does not guarantee the accuracy of the data presented.
Information should be used for illustrative purposes only.
Individual Election Districts: City 7

DISCLAIMER: Broome County does not guarantee the accuracy of the data presented.
Information should be used for illustrative purposes only.

1 inch = 709 Feet
Individual Election Districts: City 8

DISCLAIMER: Broome County does not guarantee the accuracy of the data presented. Information should be used for illustrative purposes only.

1 inch = 673 Feet
Individual Election Districts: City 9

DISCLAIMER: Broome County does not guarantee the accuracy of the data presented. Information should be used for illustrative purposes only.
Individual Election Districts: City 10

DISCLAIMER: Broome County does not guarantee the accuracy of the data presented. Information should be used for illustrative purposes only.

1 inch = 542 Feet

Broome County, NY GIS www.bcgis.com
Individual Election Districts: City 11

DISCLAIMER: Broome County does not guarantee the accuracy of the data presented. Information should be used for illustrative purposes only.
Individual Election Districts:  City 12

DISCLAIMER: Broome County does not guarantee the accuracy of the data presented. Information should be used for illustrative purposes only.
DISCLAIMER: Broome County does not guarantee the accuracy of the data presented. Information should be used for illustrative purposes only.

Individual Election Districts: City 13

1 inch = 333 Feet
Individual Election Districts: City 16

DISCLAIMER: Broome County does not guarantee the accuracy of the data presented. Information should be used for illustrative purposes only.

1 inch = 838 Feet
DISCLAIMER: Broome County does not guarantee the accuracy of the data presented. Information should be used for illustrative purposes only.
Individual Election Districts: City 18

DISCLAIMER: Broome County does not guarantee the accuracy of the data presented. Information should be used for illustrative purposes only.
Individual Election Districts:  City 21

DISCLAIMER: Broome County does not guarantee the accuracy of the data presented. Information should be used for illustrative purposes only.

1 inch = 478 Feet
Individual Election Districts: City 22

DISCLAIMER: Broome County does not guarantee the accuracy of the data presented. Information should be used for illustrative purposes only.

1 inch = 1,229 Feet

www.begis.com
Individual Election Districts: City 23

DISCLAIMER: Broome County does not guarantee the accuracy of the data presented. Information should be used for illustrative purposes only.

1 inch = 550 Feet
Individual Election Districts: City 24

DISCLAIMER: Broome County does not guarantee the accuracy of the data presented. Information should be used for illustrative purposes only.

1 inch = 689 Feet
City of Binghamton

Individual Election Districts:  City 25

DISCLAIMER: Broome County does not guarantee the accuracy of the data presented. Information should be used for illustrative purposes only.

1 inch = 676 Feet

Broome County, NY
www.bcgis.com
Individual Election Districts: City 26

DISCLAIMER: Broome County does not guarantee the accuracy of the data presented. Information should be used for illustrative purposes only.
Individual Election Districts: City 27

DISCLAIMER: Broome County does not guarantee the accuracy of the data presented. Information should be used for illustrative purposes only.

1 inch = 754 Feet
Individual Election Districts: City 28

DISCLAIMER: Broome County does not guarantee the accuracy of the data presented. Information should be used for illustrative purposes only.
Individual Election Districts: City 29

DISCLAIMER: Broome County does not guarantee the accuracy of the data presented. Information should be used for illustrative purposes only.

1 inch = 824 Feet
Individual Election Districts: City 30

DISCLAIMER: Broome County does not guarantee the accuracy of the data presented. Information should be used for illustrative purposes only.